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This is an exceptionally happy day for everyone in the PC community right now. A new title from one
of our favorite developers announced today: Warfighter. This game has been a long time coming. It
was even one of the two games shown at the show going into the event. You can take a look at the

small gameplay video thats already been shown (up top) and the formal announcement trailer a few
hours ago. It is awesome. Spin it back to the start and we'll give you the scoop. There are a few

things that are certain when it comes to this game. There will be a previous DLC pack that will let
you play as a soldier in Afghanistan. There will be Medal of Honor Warfighter Crack. And when you
get the PC version, you'll be able to import it to the Xbox 360. There was talk at the event of Cross
Game Play, but I didnt catch any more information than that. The game itself will be on the PC and

the 360. This is a war game, and it has a rating of M for me. I imagine it will have a rating of Teen if it
ever makes it to the 360. For now, Im going to be spending a few hours with the PC version before I

make any kind of final judgement call. In Warfighters campaign, there's a noticeable change in
pacing - here, the campaign's 20 missions unfold in a largely linear fashion, while flashbacks,

reinforcements and side missions roughly match that standard with occasional set-pieces. The
campaign ends with a lengthy boss fight against a battalion of AI-controlled war pigs. It's a fun

interlude, but doesn't advance the story in the same way that the overt side missions do.
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